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Abstract— We present an automated system for the diagnosis
of both known and unknown soft-failures in end-user devices (UDs). Known faults that cause network performance
degradation are used to train the classiﬁer-based system in a
supervised manner while unknown faults are automatically
detected and clustered to identify the existence of new
categories of soft-failures. The supervised classiﬁer used in
the system can be retrained by including the newly detected
faults to enhance its performance.
The system uses 460 features to construct Normalized Statistical Signatures (NSSs) for fault characterization. Due to
the high dimensionality of NSSs, EigenNSS was proposed to
reduce the complexity without losing important information.
Because of the natural network inconsistencies that exist
in communication links, we propose FisherNSS, a reduced
signature that provides improved linear separability between
classes to further enhance classiﬁcation performance.
The system is evaluated over a live campus network using
17 emulated UD faults. The results show that the best
overall classiﬁcation accuracy of up to 97% was achieved
by using FisherNSS with a dimensionality reduction of
96.74%. In comparison, both EigenNSS and FisherNSS have
faster training and diagnosis time compared to NSS, which
makes them suitable for on-demand as well as real time
diagnostic applications. Furthermore, FisherNSS compared
to EigenNSS has a higher diagnostic accuracy and quicker
diagnosis time (order of microseconds).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network performance problems affect many end-users,
ranging from everyday internet users to large corporations. Studies have shown that these problems are caused
by service provider servers, backbone networks, access
networks, or the end-user devices (UDs) themselves [1].
The performance of a network is usually deﬁned by two
main categories [2]: hard-failures and soft-failures. Hard
failures correspond to the inability to transfer any data
between users and the network, which can be easily identiﬁed and resolved due to immediately noticeable loss in
connectivity. Soft-failures are characterized by degraded
performance, which are more difﬁcult to diagnose and are
usually assisted by Network Monitoring Systems (NMS)
to collect signs from the network. However, interpreting
such signs to diagnose the root causes of the problem still

require expensive resources which include intervention by
skilled personnel.
Possible root causes of soft-failures in UDs are
• misconﬁguration of parameters in the protocol layers, generally due to the conservative default values
in operating systems [3],
• Hardware problems such as new application installations, NIC driver issues,
• kernel level software problems,
• mismatch between system settings and the link [4],
or
• protocol implementation errors [5].
Recently, researchers have proposed an automated diagnosis solution especially focused on core networks,
access networks and servers [6] but there is not much
development taking place in automated solutions for UDs.
Diagnosis methods based on collected packet traces over
a TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) connection have
been shown to be effective for ﬁnding the root causes
of network performance problems [7]. Collected packet
traces contain artifacts that represent behavioural characteristics of the network. These characteristics can be
utilized by skilled investigators to identify the root causes
of the faults. Another advantage of trace analysis-based
diagnosis approach is that the traces can be collected very
easily without the requirement of any special equipment.
A. Motivation
Our search on the research literature has revealed the
lack of a fully automated solution for identifying the
root causes of network soft-failures using TCP traces.
To ﬁll this gap, we previously proposed an automated
diagnostic system based on supervised Machine Learning
(ML) algorithms and network fault signatures1 created
using aggregated TCP statistics [8], [9]. In our system,
the ML algorithms are ﬁrst trained using signatures that
we call as Normalized Statistical Signatures (NSS), which
are generated from collected packet traces. However, the
diagnostic capability of the system is limited by the
number of fault classes present in the training set. In the
1 A signature is often deﬁned as a collection of features, where each
of these features represents a single aspect of behavioural characteristics
in the network.
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(b) Disabled SACK error
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(c) TCP timestamps error
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(e) Duplex mismatch Level 1
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(g) UD ﬁrewall causing delay
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(h) UD ﬁrewall causing packet loss
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Figure 1. Visualization of NSSs for a healthy UD and nine common UD soft-failures. Here, the columns of each ﬁgure represent 460 features of
the 70 NSSs. Each NSS occupies a row. Features have been normalized and scaled to [−6, 6] ⊂ R and their values are represented by colored
pixels to project the scaled feature values to RGB space. This representation offers easy visualization and comparison. The images demonstrate that
the combination of features uniquely represents each fault and can be used as a “ﬁngerprint” for diagnosis.

case of diagnosing an unknown fault, this often leads to
a false positive error. We have also found that the NSSs
contain large numbers of features, which could cause over
ﬁtting of the classiﬁer models, a problem known as the
“curse of dimensionality” [10].
As a step to compensate for the limitations encountered, we present a new hybrid classiﬁer architecture that
extends the diagnosis capability of the system to both
previously known faults as well as new types of faults.
The hybrid classiﬁer system combines unsupervised clustering algorithms[11], [12] to analyze previously unknown
signatures to detect new faults and iterative training of a
supervised ML classiﬁer for root-cause diagnosis.
We also present two new signatures called EigenNSS
and FisherNSS, both motivated by techniques used in
facial recognition applications. The new signatures transform the NSSs to lower dimensions without sacriﬁcing
useful information. In addition, FisherNSS strives to
maximize the ratio of the between-class scatter to the
within-class scatter for better classiﬁcation results. We
perform a detailed comparison of performance between
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both EigenNSS and FisherNSS with data gathered from
real-world networks. Preliminary results of the work have
been published in a conference paper [13]. Whilst the
published work only offer a limited discussion focused
just on EigenNSS, this publication signiﬁcantly extends
the concept to introduce the FisherNSS. Additionally, this
publication offer much detailed discussion and performance evaluation on both types of transformed signatures
as well the hybrid classiﬁer system.
II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
A. Normalized Statistical Signature (NSS)
In our work, we use a self-initiated controlled connection between the diagnostic server and UD to collect
TCP packet traces. The collected traces are sent through
a feature extraction module. In this paper, we use 230
extracted features from each trace, which totals to 460
when both upload and download traces are combined.
Features extracted include cumulative totals of packet
types, payload characteristics, observation frequencies of
speciﬁc events, initial and ﬁnal state parameters, delay
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Figure 2. Deployment of the diagnostic system over the access network
and operational overview.

based statistics, and TCP Boolean parameters. Various
other extracted features that was included can be found
in [14].
To standardize all the signatures, each of the ’faulty’
raw signatures are normalized against the healthy baseline
signature, which is obtained using a UD with optimal
system settings. The resultant feature vector is called the
Normalized Statistical Signature (NSS). Figure 1 shows
NSSs collected from UDs exhibiting 9 types (classes)
of faults and one ’healthy’2 UD. Throughout all 70
samples for each type of fault, unique feature patterns are
observed, providing the distinction needed for an effective
and reliable diagnosis.
Since an NSS contains a large feature set (460 features),
it theoretically enables a range of faults to be characterized through a single representation. However, as evident
from the Figure 1, not all features contribute equally for
the separability of the classes and even features within
the same class show variations due to the inconsistent
nature of the connection link. Having a large feature set
can also lead to over ﬁtting of the data when training
a ML-based system; this consequently will lead to poor
generalization and classiﬁcation accuracy. Therefore, the
dimensionality of the NSSs should be reduced while
preserving the important information to build an effective
diagnostic system.
In this study, we include two techniques to achieve
dimensionality reduction in NSSs. Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) is used to transform the NSS into a
new signature called EigenNSS whereas Fisher’s Linear
Discriminant Analysis (FLDA) is used to generate another
signature type called FisherNSS [15].
B. Operational Details of the Diagnostic System
1) Deployment: The diagnostic server is deployed as
an application on the access router as shown in Figure
2. The complexities that can affect the uniformity of the
captured packet traces can be eliminated by narrowing
down the path to the UD into an access link. Firstly,
upon initiation from the user, the modules needed for ﬁle
transfers and packet captures are loaded. Two TCP-based
2 In this work, we deﬁne a ‘healthy’ UD as a device that receives the
maximum network performance level reasonably expected by a user.
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ΦPCA
Φi
SB
SW
ΨFLD
ΘFLD
f,PCA , f,FLD
σf,PCA , σf,FLD
μ

Selected number of eigenvectors that account
for the highest variation
Number of samples in signature set
Number of features in each NSS (m = 460)
m-dimensional feature vector of the training
NSS set
Mean of the training NSS set
Mean centered training NSS set
Eigen matrix formed using a pre-determined D
number of eigenvectors, v
EigenNSS is generated by projecting the mean
centered NSS onto the Eigen matrix (ΘPCA =
{e1 , e2 , . . . , ep })
Mean of the entire EigenNSS set
Mean of the EigenNSS for the ith
Between-class scatter
Within-class scatter
Eigen matrix formed using a pre-determined D
number of eigenvectors, w
FisherNSS is generated by projecting
EigenNSS onto the Fisher matrix (ΘFLD
= {f1 , f2, . . . , fp })
Pattern vectors of each class
Euclidean distance between the test sample with
each of the class pattern vectors
Squared distance between the test NSS feature
vector sample and the mean of the training NSS
set
TABLE I.
M ATHEMATICAL NOTATION

data transfers of a ﬁxed size of 20 MB ﬁle (an upload
and download) are conducted serially between the UD
and server. A ﬁle size of 20 MB was found, empirically,
to provide the best balance between signature accuracy
and collection time. A self-contained, portable packetcapturing mechanism that does not require kernel manipulations or installations is used to capture the packets. To
satisfy the privacy concerns, we limit the amount of trafﬁc
captured and also control the content to be captured.
Finally, the captured TCP packet traces are sent to the
feature extraction modules where they are analysed and
extracted to obtain statistical attributes (features), known
as ’raw’ signatures.
2) Operation: Figure 3 shows the operational stages
of the diagnostic system. There are three main stages that
the system operates in
1) Training stage
2) Diagnosis stage which also includes the
3) New class recognition stage.
During the training phase, the packet traces are coluvjlected from UDs with known faults induced. Statistical
attributes of these traces are extracted to form the raw
signature and given a class label. The raw signatures
are then normalized against the healthy performance
baseline to create the NSSs. The NSSs generated from
multiple classes are stored in a database and are used to
calculate the transformation matrices of the database. The
NSSs are projected onto either one of the transformation
matrices to create the transformed signatures, EigenNSS
and FisherNSS respectively. The transformed signatures
of each class are used to calculate the pattern vector
(f ) (Table I can be referred for the descriptions of the
mathematical symbols used throughout the paper) of that
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Figure 3. Operational overview of the classiﬁer system.
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particular class. Finally, two thresholds are chosen for the
system:
1) λnss for determining if a particular signature is valid,
and
2) λfc for determining class associations.
Once the system is trained, UDs that are suspected to
be faulty can be diagnosed by collecting packet traces
and sending them through the same feature extraction and
NSS generation process. Then, EigenNSS and FisherNSS
can be generated by projecting the NSSs onto either
one of the transformation matrices created during the
training stage. These transformed signatures are then used
to calculate the pattern vector () and Euclidean distance
(σ) of the pattern vector from each known class. The
NSS can also be used to calculate the square distance (μ)
from the training NSS data set. Finally, depending on the
minimum Euclidean distance (σmin ) and square distance
(μ), one of the three possible outcomes is decided by the
system as follows
if μ > λnss then
The sample is highly distorted.
Reliable diagnosis is not possible.
else
if σmin < λfc then
The sample is classiﬁed to the class associated
with the minimum distance. The sample then
is added to the training NSS database
and the f of the class is recalculated
to include the new sample.
else
The sample contains a valid signature, but
it does not belong to any of the
known classes. Hence, the sample is
classiﬁed as an unknown class.
end if
end if
When the system detects a predetermined number of
unknown signatures, new class recognition phase begins.
This predetermined number is usually deﬁned to be
twice the minimum threshold size that a given cluster
is accepted as a new class. These unknown signatures
are ﬁrst stored in a separate database with their pattern
vectors. Then, these signatures are sent through a cluster
estimation algorithm [11] which determines (i) if the
data set has samples that can be clustered within the λfc
bound, and (ii) the number of clusters that can be created.
These clusters will be matched with their exact cluster
memberships with the assistance of a clustering algorithm,
which uses a fuzzy C-means clustering technique with
iterative optimization [12]. If any of the clusters reach
the minimum threshold size, they will be considered as
a new class and will be added into the training database.
The transformed signatures of the new class are sent to
the class pattern vector calculation while its NSSs are sent
to the classiﬁer training database. Although new classes
can be added by calculating the class pattern vectors, the
system can be re-trained in a short time when it isn’t
performing any diagnostics if the training database is
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updated with the new NSSs. Re-training includes the new
class and improves the ﬁnal accuracy of the system. The
system also prompts administrators that a new fault class
has been detected, and after investigative analysis of its
actual root cause, a class label can be created.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III
recaps some of the related work done by other researchers.
Section IV presents how the NSSs are transformed to
generate EigenNSS and in Section V, the creation of
the new signature, FisherNSS is discussed elaborately.
Section VI includes the training and diagnosis process
of the system. Finally, Section VII contains detailed performance analyses of the systems comparing both types
of signatures used followed by the conclusion in Section
VIII.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Characterizing the behaviour of the network to model
a signature is an approach found mainly in network
applications with detection tasks. A signature is deﬁned as
a collection of features (or attributes), each representing
a single aspect of the network’s behaviour. In a detection process, signatures provide the key to differentiate
“healthy” behaviours from the abnormal or faulty ones.
However, depending on a particular application, the generation process of a signature may vary to account for the
requirements and constraints. In order to ﬁnd a suitable
network signature, investigations about several available
types of network signatures are carried out to maximize
the capability of our diagnostic system. In addition to that,
various existing dimensionality reduction techniques are
reviewed, weighing between their pros and cons.
A. Network signatures
This subsection shows a summary of the different types
of network signatures and their limitations in the context of UD, soft-failure characterization. Firstly, network
signatures generated from ﬂow-based characteristics have
been commonly used in online trafﬁc classiﬁcation as in
Roughan et al. [16] and IDSs as in Zhang et al. [17].
Kihara et al. [18], Hajji [19] and Thotta and Ji [6] have
used signatures created using the behavioral changes in
trafﬁc ﬂows for network fault detection. These applications focus on detecting abnormalities in the overall trafﬁc
ﬂow pattern of the network when compared with the
normal trafﬁc ﬂow. However, these ﬂow-based signatures
are not suitable for UD diagnosis applications due to their
passive and continuous monitoring nature. Our application
requires diagnosis to be run on-demand when a user
experiences a network performance problem.
Another common approach is to use system logs from
devices or ’reports’ compiled by the user. Aggarwal et
al. [20] and Reidemeister et al. [21] incorporated internal
system logs whereas Lee and Kim [22] used user-reports
to create their respective fault signatures. The usage of the
system logs not only brings up privacy concerns in public
networks but is also inconvenient for network operators as
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clusters data into regions based on frequent patterns from
the log ﬁles but also extracts the static parameters that are
unique to the system.
In other domains, Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD)
[15] is used to reduce the dimensionality of image data
sets. This method is also very versatile in overcoming
inconsistencies and variances in an image (eg. lighting
variations in facial recognition). FLD provides linear
class separation in huge data sets which helps simplify
classiﬁcation process.
Our complexity reduction method was greatly motivated by how well facial recognition methods have
performed in their respective ﬁelds and we were inspired
to try these methods on our generated signatures.

they have to gain privileged access to the UDs. Reports
generated by users may be unreliable if users have no
speciﬁc network knowledge. Although system logs and
user-reports can provide valuable information when generating a fault signature, we believe the challenges far
outweigh the beneﬁts.
Communication protocols are another common source
of information to create network signatures. Popular protocols such as IP, TCP, UDP, and HTTP have often been
used because they are usually supported by most devices.
Dahmouni et al. [23], Manikopoulos and Papavassiliou
[24], and Wolfgang [25] extracted features from multiple
protocols, whereas other studies such as Gomes et al. [26]
and Chen et al. [27] have limited feature collection to a
single protocol. However, these proposed signatures have
been created to detect a very speciﬁc network problem
which doesn’t provide us with much ﬂexibility for our
application. In the case of UD soft-failure detection, the
requirements are to be able to effectively characterize not
only a large number of faults, but also any new types
that are unknown to our system. Hence, these proposed
signatures with limited features can limit the ability to
capture valuable information needed to generalize the
signatures.
Our literature review has revealed that the existing network signatures are unsuitable for our application as they
do not offer satisfactory solutions to characterize UD softfailures. Therefore, we propose a more comprehensive
signature to characterize UD soft-failures and analyse how
uniquely different the signatures are on different network
properties.

To overcome the challenges with having high dimensionality in NSSs, we searched for a way to emphasize
on signiﬁcant global features that contain a maximum
amount of information. Dimensionality reduction can be
achieved by ﬁrstly ﬁnding the principle components (i.e
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix) of the distribution
of NSSs. Then, these eigenvectors can be ordered according to the amount of variation among the NSSs. Finally,
the NSSs are projected onto a selected number (D) of
eigenvectors that accounts for the highest variation. These
projections are called “EigenNSS” which represent most
of the information from the original samples in a Ddimensional space.

B. Complexity reduction

A. Generating EigenNSS

This subsection shows a summary of the different
types of dimensionality reduction techniques used by
other researchers and their limitations. Network signatures generated from ﬂow-based characteristics for trafﬁc
classiﬁcation such as the one illustrated by Zhang et. al.
[17] contain large amounts of data as they are collected
from one of China’s seven major backbone networks. The
complexity of their dataset was reduced by only capturing
packet headers, which surprisingly still contain excessive
amount of data for a whole day. For further complexity
reduction, each day is divided into 24 hours where data
is only captured in the ﬁrst minute for each hour. Due
to the on-demand requirement, this reduction method is
deemed unsuitable for our application.
Clustering algorithms are commonly used in reducing
the complexity of a large data set. Vaarandi proposed
a density-based approach clustering [28] to reduce the
amount of data (signatures from system log ﬁles) required
by a support person to evaluate the behaviour of the
system. In a density-based clustering, clusters are usually
deﬁned as areas of higher density than the remaining data
set. The algorithm consist of three steps which include (i)
data summarization, (ii) building cluster candidates, using
the summary information collected and ﬁnally, (iii) cluster
selection based on the candidates. This method not only

The following subsection provides details of the
EigenNSS generation and calculation process. Consider
a training NSS set of x1 , x2 , ..., xp where x is a mdimensional feature vector. For example, the set of NSS
shown in Figure 1 has 70 samples for each of the 10
classes (p = 70 x 10 = 700), in which each of them has 460
feature vector (m = 460). Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) can be performed either on co-variance matrix or
on correlated matrix and the choice usually depends on
the variance of features. Correlation matrix is preferred
when the scales of the features are signiﬁcantly different
from one another. When the scales of the features are
similar, the covariance matrix is preferred, as the correlation matrix will lose information when standardizing the
variance. We have chosen to perform PCA on covariance
matrix since features in NSSs are already normalized and
approximately have similar scales.
The mean of the NSSs can be found by
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IV. E IGEN NSS: NSS T RANSFORMATION U SING
P RINCIPAL C OMPONENTS

1
Φ=
xk
p
p

k=1

The training NSSs are then mean centered by
−

x i = xi − Φ
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Figure 4. Comparison of EigenNSSs for common UD soft-failures.
−

where x i is the mean centered m-dimensional feature
−
vector of the ith instance. The resultant matrix Δ = { x 1 ,
−
−
x 2 , ..., x p } has the dimensions of m x n and used to
calculate covariance matrix Δcov . Δcov is then subjected
to PCA where eigenvectors, vi and the corresponding
eigenvalues ni are determined by solving a well-known
singular value decomposition (SVD) problem. Then, a
pre-determined D number of eigenvectors, v that are
arranged from the highest eigenvalue, n are selected to
create the Eigen matrix which has the dimensions of m x
D. Finally, EigenNSSs are created by projecting the mean
centered NSS matrix, Δ onto the Eigen matrix, ΨPCA as
ΘPCA = ΨPCA T Δ
where ΘPCA = {e1 , e2 , ..., ep } and e is a D-dimensional
EigenNSS.
Figure 4 shows the comparison of EigenNSSs for
various types of common UD faults with D=30. Note that
the ﬁgure only shows 25 signature samples per class for
clarity. As shown in the ﬁgure, the dimensionality of NSSs
has been reduced while preserving the most important
information for class separation. This is clearly visible
as the EigenNSS shows signiﬁcant differences between
classes compared to the NSSs. However, it can be seen
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that the EigenNSS samples within the same classes can
vary due to the inconsistent nature of the network links.
V. F ISHER NSS: NSS T RANSFORMATION U SING
F ISHER ’ S L INEAR D ISCRIMINANT A NALYSIS
As shown in the previous section, EigenNSS reduced
the dimensionality of NSS. However, to account for the
errors in data collection and the inconsistent nature of
the networks, separation between these unwanted information is needed for a better classiﬁcation outcome. This
section shows the motivation and generation process of
FisherNSS, a new transformed signature.
A. Fisher’s Linear Discriminant
The inconsistent nature of the network affects the
extracted features and may lead to a poor fault detection.
These inconsistencies (noise terms) are embedded inside
the data which makes it difﬁcult to distinguish from the
actual information. PCA used in EigenNSS calculates the
eigenvalues that explain most of the variation across the
data; in this case it would operate per feature vector
and does not take account of class labels. As previously
mentioned, Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD) aims to
maximize Fishers discriminant ratio, i.e. it maximizes the
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Figure 5. Comparison of FisherNSSs for common UD soft-failures.

FLD is an example of a class speciﬁc method, that
attempts to “shape” the scatter of feature values to facilitate reliable classiﬁcation. To illustrate the beneﬁts
of a class speciﬁc linear projection, we construct a set
of 10 2-dimensional (n=2) sample points. In Figure 6,
a comparison of both PCA and FLD for a two-class
problem is shown by projecting the constructed sample
points from 2D down to 1D respectively. Comparing the
projections, PCA smears the classes together so that they
are no longer linearly separable in the projected space.
Although the total scatter of FLD is smaller than of
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1
PCA

0.5

Feature 2

distance between classes and provides linear separability between classes, to facilitate correct fault diagnosis.
However, to guarantee within class scatter matrix in FLD
not to become singular, we require at least x + c samples
(x=number of dimensions, c=classes) and in the case of
NSS, at least 475 samples per class. This requirement
reduces the usability of FishersNSS to more mature
systems with large data sets. To reduce the minimum
sample requirement, we use a well-established two-phase
framework of PCA plus FLD where PCA ﬁrst reduces the
dimensions of the feature space, and then apply Fisher’s
Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLD) for further reduction
and between class separation [29], [30].

0
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Figure 6. A comparison of principal component analysis (PCA) and
Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD) for a two class problem.

PCA, FLD achieves greater between-class scatter, and
consequently results in better classiﬁcation.
B. Generating FisherNSS
The following subsection illustrates how the FisherNSS
is generated including the calculation process. Assuming
we have a training EigenNSS set, ΘPCA of e1 , e2 , ..., ep
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, where e is a D-dimensional transformed feature vector.
For example, the set of EigenNSS shown in Figure 4 has
N =25 samples for each of the 10 classes (p = 25 x 10
= 250), in which each of them has D=30 features. The
mean of the entire EigenNSS set can be found by
1
=
ek
p
p

ΦPCA
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pattern vector, f is calculated by averaging the reduced
signatures as
n
1
f,PCA =
ek
n
k=1

1
fk
n
n

f,FLD =

k=1

k=1

The mean of the EigenNSS for the ith class can be found
by
1 
Φi =
ek
Ni

where these pattern vectors, f are used during the diagnosis stage to calculate the distance between any given
unknown (test) signatures. These distances are used to
determine the best class ﬁt of the unknown signatures.

ek ∈Ei

where Φi is the mean EigenNSS of class Ei and Ni is the
number of samples in class Ei . The between-class scatter
matrix can then be computed by
SB =

c


T

(Φi − ΦPCA )(Φi − ΦPCA )

i=1

and the within-class scatter matrix by
SW =

c



T

(ek − Φi )(ek − Φi )

i=1 ek ∈Ei

The optimal projection Wopt is chosen as the matrix
with orthonormal columns (eg. eigenvectors, w) which
maximizes the ratio of the determinant of the betweenclass scatter matrix to the determinant of the within-class
scatter matrix, i.e.,
Wopt = arg max

|W T SB W |
|W T SW W |

However, only a pre-determined D number of eigenvectors that are arranged from the highest eigenvalue,
are selected to create the Fisher matrix which has the
dimensions of D x D. Finally, FisherNSS are created by
projecting the EigenNSS matrix, ΘPCA onto the Fisher
matrix, ΨFLD as
ΘFLD = ΨFLD T ΘPCA
where ΘFLD = {f1 , f2 , ..., fp } and f is an D-dimensional
FisherNSS.
Figure 5 shows the FisherNSSs for various types of
common UD faults with D=30. Similarly, only 25 signature samples per class are shown for clarity. As evident
from the ﬁgure, the signature samples in each class exhibit
very little variation and appear to reduce the effects of
network inconsistencies on the extracted signatures.
VI. T RAINING

D IAGNOSIS
S IGNATURES

AND

OF

R EDUCED

A. Training
The following subsection shows the diagnostic system
training process using EigenNSS and FisherNSS respectively, where the pattern vectors (f ) of each class are
calculated. We assume the EigenNSS matrix, ΘPCA and
FisherNSS matrix, ΘFLD contains n signature samples
from multiple classes (faults, f ). The D-dimensional class
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B. Diagnosis
1) Known Faults: In this subsection, the classiﬁcation
criteria required for the diagnosis of known faults are
shown. The simplest method of determining the class
association of a test sample is to calculate the Euclidean
distance, σ between e and f respectively with each of the
class pattern vectors as
σf,PCA = ||e − f,PCA ||

2

σf,FLD = ||f − f,FLD ||2
Euclidean distance assumes the data to be isotropically
Gaussian. Euclidean distance was used over more computationally expensive measures such as Mahalanobis
distance because our previous analysis of NSSs have
shown that features are largely uncorrelated and clearly
follow a Gaussian distribution[31]. The test sample is
classiﬁed and associated with a class, f when its respective minimum Euclidean distance, σmin is below the
chosen fault class threshold, λfc .
Due to errors in data collection and the inconsistent
nature of networks, some of the collected packet traces
can be distorted. This may lead to a false detection,
where the erroneous NSSs generated from these distorted
packet traces are wrongly classiﬁed. Hence, we introduced
another term for a more reliable outcome which is the
squared distance, μ between the NSS feature vector of
the test sample, y and the mean of the training NSSs, Φ.
2

μ = ||y − Φ||

The test sample is considered valid only if the minimum
squared distance is less than the chosen NSS threshold,
λnss .
Depending on the minimum values of σf and μ, the
outcome of the diagnosis process is determined following
the criteria previously mentioned in Section I.
2) Unknown faults: Here, we present the new class
recognition process for the diagnosis of unknown faults.
A test signature samples is classiﬁed as “unknown” if
it contains a valid signature but does not belong to any
of the known classes. These unknown samples are sent
through a cluster estimation algorithm to determine the
number of clusters that can be created and whether or
not, the samples can be clustered within the λfc bound.
Assume that we have a set of n unknown signature
samples {x1 , x2 , ..., xn } in the database. We consider
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each of the unknown samples as a potential cluster center
and its respective measured potential, Pi as a function
of its distances to all the other unknown samples. The
measure of potential for the ith unknown samples are
given as
n

2
Pi =
e−α||xi −xj ||
j=1

where
α=

4
ra2

and ra is a positive constant, corresponding to the radius
deﬁning a neighbourhood, where unknown samples outside this radius have limited inﬂuence on the potential.
After the potential of every unknown sample has been
computed, we choose the unknown sample with the
highest measured potential as the ﬁrst cluster center.
Let x∗1 be the location of the ﬁrst cluster center and
∗
P1 be its measured potential value. The potential of each
unknown sample xi is then revised by subtracting an
amount of potential as a function of its distance from
the ﬁrst cluster center. The revised potential of the ith
unknown sample can be calculated as
∗

4
β= 2
rb

and rb is a positive constant, corresponding to the radius
deﬁning the neighbourhood that will have measureable
reductions in potential. The constant rb is set to be
somewhat greater than ra , to avoid cluster centers being
too closely spaced together. A good choice of values is
rb = 1.5ra . The unknown samples near the ﬁrst cluster
center will have greatly reduced potential, and are unlikely
to be the source of the next cluster center. Therefore, the
unknown sample with the highest remaining potential is
selected to be the second cluster center.
In general, the process of acquiring new cluster centers,
x∗k is repeated using the general formula for revising
potentials as
∗

2

Pi = Pi − Pk∗ e−||xi −xk ||

following these criteria:
if Pk∗ > P1∗ then
Accept x∗k as a cluster center and continue.
else if Pk∗ < P1∗ then
Reject x∗k and end process.
else
Let dmin ← shortest distances between x∗k and
all previously found cluster centers.
Pk∗
if drmin
+
P1∗ ≥ 1 then
a
Accept x∗k as a cluster center and continue.
else
Reject x∗k and set the potential at x∗k to 0.
Select the unknown sample with the
next highest potential as the new x∗k
and re-test.
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k=1 i=1

where n is the number of unknown test samples, c is the
number of clusters (obtained from cluster estimation), xk
is the k th unknown sample, ci is the ith cluster center, μik
is the degree of membership of the k th sample in the ith
cluster, and m is a constant greater than 1 (typically m =
2). The degree of membership, μik is deﬁned by
μik = 
c

2

Pi = Pi − P1∗ e−β||xi −x1 ||
where

end if
end if
−
Here  represents the threshold for the potential above
which we will deﬁnitely accept the unknown samples as
a cluster centers. Whereas  represents a threshold below
which we will deﬁnitely reject the unknown samples.
Once the cluster data are obtained, they are sent to
a clustering algorithm to determine the exact cluster
membership. This algorithm uses Fuzzy C-Means (FCM)
clustering with iterative optimization that minimizes the
cost function
c
n 

2
J=
μm
ik ||xk − vi ||

j=1

1
||xk −vi || 2/(m−1)
( ||x
)
k −vj ||

FCM will converge to a solution for vi , that is either a
local minimum or a saddle point of the cost function, J.
The performance of the FCM solution depends strongly
on the choice of the initial values used (eg. the number
of clusters, c and the initial cluster centers, vi ), which are
taken from the cluster estimation algorithm. Finally, the
exact cluster membership can be computed by using the
ﬁnal iteration value of vi .
VII. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the
system and analyse its diagnostic capability.
A. Data Set
Collecting data from actual user complaints is challenging considering the amount of time required to collect
a sufﬁcient number of samples, and resources needed to
manually identify the issues. In order to recreate a realistic
fault detection scenario, we designed a fault emulator
module to reproduce commonly found problems in UDs.
The fault emulator is installed in test computers connected
to the live university network in multiple locations. This
allows us to demonstrate the viability of the system in
real computing environments, where cross trafﬁc and
congestion is present. This method of emulating faults
offered an efﬁcient way of collecting accurate data with
minimal resources.
A total of 16 common UD faults that can affect
network performance are emulated as listed in Table II.
By including the “Healthy” UD case, a total of 17 classes
are formed and used in this evaluation. Over the entire
evaluation period, we collected 12685 traces from UDs
emulating these 17 fault cases, each having approximately
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Description
Healthy
Disabled SACK error
Insufﬁcient write buffer
Insufﬁcient read buffer
Simultaneously insufﬁcient read & write buffer
TCP timestamps are not working/in error
Window scaling error
Limited reordering threshold
Link-UD speed mismatch level 1
Link-UD speed mismatch level 1 & duplex mismatch
Link-UD speed mismatch level 2
Link-UD speed mismatch level 2 & duplex mismatch
UD ﬁrewall causing packet loss
UD ﬁrewall causing packet delay
Overloaded UD CPU
Overloaded UD memory
UD HDD i/o overloaded - faulty
TABLE II.
K EY: L IST OF FAULTS

100

90
Percentage overall accuracy

Fault
CF1
CF2
CF3
CF4
CF5
CF6
CF7
CF8
CF9
CF10
CF11
CF12
CF13
CF14
CF15
CF16
CF17
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Figure 7. Overall accuracy of the system against dimensionality (D)
of the reduced signatures. Each graph represents a different per-class
training dataset size.

equal amounts (750) of samples. Data was also collected
from UDs that operates with 8 different ﬂavours of TCP,
as they contribute to a variation in connection behaviour.
B. System Performance
The system is initially trained using only 13 classes
as our evaluation needed to consider unknown faults. The
faults CF2, CF8, CF10, and CF17 are kept as the unknown
faults (refer to Table II), and are introduced at random
intervals into the system during the testing stage. The data
sets of the 13 classes are randomly divided into training
and testing groups. We conducted the experiment over
8 iterative sessions and averaged the results in order to
achieve statistical robustness.
The cluster threshold to add an unknown fault as a
known fault are set to be equal to the number of perclass training samples used to initiate the system (e.g. if
the system is initially trained with 50 samples per class,
an unknown class is added as a known fault when its
cluster membership reaches 50). This cluster membership
minimum threshold is a design choice and will dictate the
conﬁdence level in detecting the existence of a new fault.
Having a large cluster membership before categorizing
them as a new fault improves the reliability of the system
and yet, increases the time taken to offer users with a
valid diagnosis.
Figure 7 shows the overall accuracy of the system in
recognizing the testing samples which were previously
unseen. Figure 8 shows the overall confusion rate of
the system, which indicates the ratio between wrongly
classiﬁed samples to the total samples. For both ﬁgures,
n represents the number of samples used for each class
during training, and the x-axis shows the dimensionality
(D) of the EigenNSS and FisherNSS respectively. From
Figure 7 and 8, we see that the system using FisherNSS
managed to achieve a higher overall accuracy compared to
the EigenNSS for any D transformed signature features
and n-values. Any additional features used to construct
the transformed signature only add a marginal performance gain. Noting that the original NSS contained 460
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features, these results show a successful dimensionality
reduction of 96.74%. Figure 7 shows that as the number
of samples used for training increases, the system performance improves to a saturation limit. The overall accuracy gap between both EigenNSS-ED and FisherNSSED systems become closer as the number of training
samples increases. Most importantly, the FisherNSS-ED
system performs better than the EigenNSS-ED system
when lesser numbers of training samples are used. This
improvement is explained by adding to the system, and
retraining with, correctly classiﬁed test samples. An
overall accuracy of 80% and 20% confusion rate was
achieved using EigenNSS with n=25 samples per class
and D=15 reduced features for the 17 class system. Using
FisherNSS, an overall accuracy of 97% and 3% confusion
rate was achieved. FisherNSS is deemed to be the better
system due to the fact that it requires lesser number of
training samples to obtain a higher overall accuracy.
Table III summarizes the performance of the 17 classes
used in our system. Metrics used in the table are as
follows:
1) True-Positive Rate (TPR): Members of class X correctly classiﬁed as belonging to class X.
2) False-Positive Rate (FPR): Members of other classes
incorrectly classiﬁed as belonging to class X.
3) True-Negative Rate (TNR): Members of class X
incorrectly classiﬁed as belonging to other classes.
4) False-Negative Rate (FNR): Members of class X
incorrectly classiﬁed as not belonging to class X.
Table III also shows that, all different types of faults
can be uniquely identiﬁed independently with high-level
of accuracy as suggested by high TPR and TNR. For
example, faults CF6, CF7, CF12, CF13, CF14, and CF15
using both EigenNSS and FisherNSS have high TPR of
about 90% and above. Most of the faults show a low FPR
and FNR which indicates that the classiﬁer has a low false
detection rate.
Faults that were kept unknown to the system such as
CF2, CF8, CF10, and CF17 only have a slightly smaller
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Figure 8. Overall confusion rate of the diagnostic system against
dimensionality (D) of the reduced signatures for different per-class
training dataset size (n).

Figure 9. Confusion matrix for the 17 classes in EigenNSS-based
diagnostic system.

TPR compared to other faults. This shows that the system
has a high detection accuracy of unknown faults.
When EigenNSS are used, some of the faults such as
CF1, CF2, CF3, CF5, CF8, CF9, and CF11 have relatively
low TPR which makes them less likely to be correctly
classiﬁed belonging to its respective class. However in
some fault cases such as CF6, CF7, CF13, and CF15,
EigenNSS has a better TPR than FisherNSS.
Figures 9 and 10 show the confusion matrix of the
EigenNSS-based and FisherNSS-based system respectively. A confusion matrix is a typical form of visualization to observe the performance of an algorithm, in this
case, the multiclass classiﬁers. The rows represent target
or expected (actual) classes and the columns represent the
predicted classes. The diagonal elements of the matrix
represent the correct classiﬁcations whereas the other
indices represent the incorrect instances. The ratio of
each instance is color coded for better visualization.
In Figure 10, the FisherNSS-based system manages to

successfully avoid large misclassiﬁcations, satisfying a
primary requirement of the system. However, Figure 9
shows a poorer performance due to the greater chance
of misclassiﬁcations between classes for the EigenNSSbased system.
The proposed FisherNSS-based Euclidean distance
classiﬁer system (FisherNSS-ED) and the previously introduced systems (EigenNSS-ED and NSS-ED) are tested
against a Naive Bayes multiclass classiﬁer that used the
original NSS data set (NSS-NB). The system is trained
with all 17 classes at the beginning using similar training
and testing sets of data. Figure 11 compares the overall
system accuracy between the 4 systems, where the x-axis
represents the number of training samples used. For any
given number of training samples used, the ﬁgure shows
that both EigenNSS-ED and FisherNSS-ED systems perform much better than the NSS-ED and NSS-NB systems.
This is due to “over ﬁtting” of classiﬁers used in the 460
feature NSSs, leading to degraded performance.

Fault
CF1
CF2
CF3
CF4
CF5
CF6
CF7
CF8
CF9
CF10
CF11
CF12
CF13
CF14
CF15
CF16
CF17

TPR
EigenNSS
FisherNSS
78.3
90.6
65.0
92.3
66.5
89.1
82.1
99.0
72.8
91.9
100
99.7
97.1
95.5
60.9
98.5
75.4
97.1
82.0
100
75.4
100
92.0
95.1
99.1
98.9
100
100
93.5
90.8
80.8
91.9
83.6
99.4

FPR
EigenNSS
FisherNSS
21.7
9.4
35.0
7.7
33.5
10.9
17.9
1.0
27.2
8.1
0
0.3
2.9
4.5
39.1
1.5
24.6
2.9
18.0
0
24.6
0
8.0
4.9
0.9
1.1
0
0
6.5
9.2
19.2
8.1
16.4
0.6

TNR
EigenNSS
FisherNSS
96.6
99.3
97.8
99.9
99.1
99.2
97.5
99.3
98.7
99.9
99.7
99.9
99.9
100.0
97.6
99.4
99.3
100.0
97.8
99.9
99.9
99.8
98.1
99.9
99.9
99.8
100
100.0
99.5
99.8
98.9
99.6
99.9
99.7

FNR
EigenNSS
FisherNSS
3.4
0.7
2.2
0.1
0.9
0.8
2.5
0.7
1.3
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
2.4
0.6
0.7
0.0
2.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
1.9
0.1
0.1
0.2
0
0.0
0.50
0.2
1.1
0.4
0.1
0.3

TABLE III.
P ER - CLASS ESTIMATION PERFORMANCE OF THE E IGEN NSS AND F ISHER NSS BASED DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS AT D = 15 AND n = 25
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Figure 10. Confusion matrix for the 17 classes in FisherNSS-based
diagnostic system.

Another important performance criteria for a system
with iterative training process is the time taken to train
the system and evaluate a new sample (diagnosis). We
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Figure 11. Comparison of overall accuracies of diagnostic systems.
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included this into the experiment to compare how both the
total training time and a single diagnosis time vary with
training samples per class for the previously mentioned
classiﬁers. The NSS-NB classiﬁer requires a much longer
training time compared to the other classiﬁers as justiﬁed
in Figure 12. The training time for the EigenNSS-ED
classiﬁer (24 ms-435 ms) is faster than the FisherNSSED classiﬁer (33 ms-365 ms) when n = 10 − 200.
Since both the training times are in the order of milliseconds, this suggests that iterative training does not
impact the practical usability of either the EigenNSSED and FisherNSS-ED systems. The diagnosis time for a
FisherNSS sample is in the order of microseconds ( 4 μs59 μs), which is signiﬁcantly faster than the other types
of signatures, despite the fact that FisherNSS calculation
involves more steps. This is followed by the EigenNSSED system which have a diagnosis time of about 4 μs-66
μs. This shows that both systems are not limited to an
on-demand diagnosis, but could also be considered for
“real-time” diagnosis applications. Real-time applications
are often required to provide guaranteed response within a
strict time constraint, usually in the order of milliseconds
and sometimes even microseconds.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have proposed and evaluated an automated UD softfailure diagnostic system based on a single multi-class
classiﬁer design. The system is capable of diagnosing
known and unknown faults by combining both supervised
and unsupervised machine learning (ML) techniques. We
have also presented another signature transformation technique to reduce the dimensionality of NSSs and also to
remove network inconsistencies (unwanted information)
from EigenNSS. This new transformed signature, FisherNSS aims to maximize the ratio of the between-class
scatter matrix to the within-class scatter matrix to improve
the classiﬁcation process.
The system was evaluated by diagnosing 17 UD faults
collected over a live campus network, achieving an overall
accuracy of up to 97% using FisherNSS. When using
FisherNSS, faults such as CF4, CF6, CF7, CF8, CF9,
CF10, CF11, CF12, CF13, CF14, and CF17 have a high
True Positive Rate of about 95% and above. We have also
achieved a dimensionality reduction of 96.74% and low
confusion rate between classes. Although the EigenNSS
classiﬁer have the shortest training time of about 24 ms435 ms, the FisherNSS classiﬁer is only marginally slower
at about 33 ms-365 ms. Most importantly, FisherNSS
samples have the shortest diagnosis time, in the order of
microseconds of about 4 μs-66 μs compared to all the
other types of samples.
This work provides the foundation to extend the system to a more sophisticated network environment with
thousands of users, diverse client platforms and complex
trafﬁc patterns.

200

Figure 12. Training and single sample diagnosis time variations against
increasing training dataset size for classiﬁers.
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